# WESTLAW IE CONTENT & COVERAGE

## CASE REPORTS COVERAGE
- Employment Law Reports: Begins 1990
- Irish Law Reports Monthly: Begins 1976
- Irish Law Times Reports: Begins 1871
- Sweet & Maxwell’s Human Rights Law Reports: Begins 2000
- Sweet & Maxwell’s European Human Rights Law Reports: Begins 1979
- Unreported Judgments: Begins 2000

## CASE DIGESTS COVERAGE
- Case Digests from Irish Law Times: Begins 1983
- Irish Current Law Monthly Digest: Begins 1995

## JOURNALS COVERAGE
- Bar Review: Begins 1996
- Commercial Law Practitioner: Begins 1996
- Dublin University Law Journal: Begins 1994
- Irish Employment Law Journal: Begins 2004
- Irish Planning and Environmental Law Journal: Begins 1994
- Irish Probate Law Journal: Begins 2013
- Irish Law Times: Begins 1983
- Journal of Civil Practice and Procedure: Begins 2005
- Hibernian Law Journal: Begins 1999
- The Irish Jurist: Begins 1966
- Trinity College Law Review: Begins 1998

## CONSOLIDATED LEGISLATION
- Up-to-date Consolidated Acts and Statutory Instruments: Begins 1537

## ANNOTATED STATUTES

## CONSOLIDATED RULES OF THE COURTS
- Superior Court (contains Cases and Practice Directions)
- Circuit Court
- District Court

## LEGISLATION FASTCHECK
- Digests of Acts & SIs showing updates and case references*: Begins 1070

## CURRENT AWARENESS
- Sources:
  - Newspapers
  - Legislation
  - Legal and Regulatory Market Updates
  - European Union
  - Cases and Legislation
  - Government Publications

* Indicates where existing Statutes and Statutory Instruments have been amended by legislation issued since 1993 and applied in practice

## COMMENTARY
Available as individual add-ons to the core Westlaw IE subscription:
- **ARBITRATION LAW** 2e, Dowling-Hussey & Dunne
- **ADMINISTRATIVE LAW IN IRELAND** 4e, Hogan & Gwynn Morgan
- **FREEDOM OF INFORMATION LAW** 3e, McDonagh
- **THE LAW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT** 1e, Browne
- **ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING: RISKS, COMPLIANCE AND GOVERNANCE** 1e, Ashe & Reid
- **THE LAW OF CREDIT AND SECURITY** 1e, Donnelly
- **INSURANCE LAW** 3e, Buckley
- **BANKING LAW** 3e, Breslin
- **CONSUMER LAW: RIGHTS AND REGULATION** 1e, Donnelly & White
- **THE CRIMINAL PROCESS** 1e, O'Malley
- **SEXUAL OFFENCES** 2e, O'Malley
- **EMPLOYMENT EQUALITY LAW** 1e, Bolger, Bruton, & Kimber
- **EMPLOYMENT LAW** 1e, Meenan
- **EVIDENCE** 2e, McGrath
- **FAMILY LAW** 1e, Crowley
- **INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE IRISH LEGAL SYSTEM** 1e, Fennelly
- **CONTRACT LAW IN IRELAND** 7e, Clark
- **CIVIL PROCEDURE IN THE SUPERIOR COURTS** 3e, Delany & McGrath
- **CIVIL PROCEDURE IN THE CIRCUIT COURT** 2e, Dowling & McDonnell
- **CIVIL PROCEDURE IN THE DISTRICT COURT** 2e, Dowling & Mulhall
- **THE COMMERCIAL COURT** 2e, Dowling
- **ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS** 1e, Collins
- **DISCOVERY AND DISCLOSURE** 2e, Abrahamson, Dwyer & Fitzpatrick
- **INJUNCTIONS** 2e, Kirwan
- **THE LAW OF PERSONAL INJURIES** 1e, Jennings, Scannell, & Sheehan
- **DAMAGES** 1e, Dorgan & McKenna
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FREE TRIAL AVAILABLE
Contact us for more information:
- 1800946133
- enquiries@westlaw.ie
- www.westlaw.ie